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Charla attempts to multitask: “I figured, Why can’t I 
have sex while talking about whether janine is really 
a competent babysitter, or how our son is doing in 
preschool?” she says.

Biggest 
mood killer 

surprise bonus

Night they 
almost gave up

sexy wisdom

During a steamy shower make-out session, doug 
blows his nose. In flagrante de-ick!-to. “i have no  
clue how annie ever managed to sleep with me  
after that,” Doug says.

a mood boost: “regular intimacy made me feel 
healthier and happier, and it was a great stress 
reliever too,” Charla says. 

Fewer fights: “We never went to bed angry because 
we didn’t have a choice,” Doug says. “Annie and I 
don’t often bicker, but some spats would have lasted 
longer if we hadn’t had to be intimate that night.” 

day 305: Brad declines. Charla acquiesces and is  
not offended: “If Brad had offered a sex marathon  
to me, I would have passed on the offer about 200 
times by day 305!” she admits.

day 65: “i spent the day in the hospital for severe 
vertigo,” Doug recalls. “I was hoarse, weak, and  
sore from vomiting. I thought, if i actually have sex 
tonight, then I rule. It was a quickie, but I made it.” 

Sex doesn’t have to be a home run every time: 
“Sometimes mediocre sex is good enough, and 
that’s okay as long as we’re making an effort,”  
Charla says.

The bells and whistles are fun, but you don’t need 
them: “We tried sex toys and aphrodisiacs,” says 
Doug. “But in the end, all we needed was each  
other, which was cool.” P.S. They did it all 101 days!

Score!
Imagine having sex every day 
for 101 days. How about for an 
entire year? Two new books tell 
what happens when a couple 
makes a commitment to get  
it on every day—no excuses! 
Here, the steamy (and some-
times not so steamy) details: 

the  
books

Author Douglas Brown’s wife, 
Annie, suggests they get hot and 
heavy for 100 nights straight—
later they add one for good luck.

author Charla muller gives her 
husband, Brad, a 40th-birthday 
gift he’ll never forget: sex every 
day for a year.  

Your  LoveLife
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your love life
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   let  
your 
love  
flow
a loving relationship 
can do more than make 
your heart beat faster: 
Happily married people 
have lower blood 
pressure than either 
singles or unhappily 
married folks, according 
to a study of 303 adults 
at Brigham Young 
university in utah. 
researchers recorded 
participants’ blood 
pressures over a 24-
hour period and found 
that while singles had 
lower blood pressure 
than those in unhappy 
marriages, those in 
happy marriages had 
the lowest blood 
pressure of all. “Happily 
married couples have 
lower levels of stress 
and depression, and 
those emotional factors 
have a strong influence 
on health,” explains 
Julianne Holt-lunstad, 
Ph.D., lead author of 
the study. Yet another 
reminder that the heart 
always knows.

road tested:

sexY mood Boosters

“The key to finding joy in loving others is to focus on giving love, not 
on getting it.… Receiving love is a beautiful result of loving others, 

but the pure joy of love comes from having a loving attitude, no 
matter what we get in return.” —from Love As a Way of Life: Seven Traits That Will 

Transform Your Relationships,  
by Gary Chapman (author of the best-selling The Five Love Languages)

wondering if that new move or sex toy really turns up the heat in the bedroom? redbook’s Sex-life 
road Testers try them out, then spill all the racy, so-real details on redbookmag.com. Check out what 
our sexplorers thought of these get-in-the-mood tricks:

redbook sexplorer says: “my fiancé and I went to yoga class,  
and watching each other’s bodies move through the poses totally  
enhanced our physical intimacy and was wonderful foreplay. we 
headed straight home and got to it. the skin-on-skin contact was 
delicious, and better for our being a bit slippery with sweat.”

redbook sexplorer says: “my man and i put together a playlist of 
slow, sexy songs, like Barry White and maxwell. After a bit of giggling, 
we got into a groove and eventually the dancing turned into a strip 
dance. my favorite part was all the bumping and grinding—it was a 
fun way to get the party started during an intimate night at home.”

redbook sexplorer says: “i began reading to my partner from 
Best Women’s erotica, edited by violet Blue, and before I knew it,  
his hands were all over me. saying all those dirty words got me going 
too. it was so exciting to add a bit of spice and feel like we were  
being naughty. needless to say, we didn’t finish reading the story.” 

redbook sexplorer says: “I waited for my guy at the bar, and he 
came over, introduced himself, and then tried to pick me up. It was 
entertaining to watch his ‘game,’ which was pretty rusty (we’ve been 
together for years, so he’s out of practice). He used lines like, ‘Is your 
dad a terrorist? Because you’re da bomb!’ and we couldn’t stop crack-
ing up because we felt so silly. it was a great change of pace.”

● workout à deux:  
take a joint trip to the gym 

or power walk in tandem  
before your between-the-

sheets sweat session.

● may i have this dance? 
set the mood with some  
sultry tunes and a little  

vertical mambo.

● sexy reading material: 
shy about dirty talk? Channel 

someone else’s by reading 
aloud from an erotic book.  

● the pretend pickup:  
Pick each other up as if you’re 
strangers, then prepare for the 
just-met butterflies (again).

To read more Sex-Life Road Test reviews,  
log on to redbookmag.com/slrt.


